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ABSTRACT

Super-resolution localization microscopy methods such as
PALM and STORM have been shown to provide imaging
with resolutions up to a few tens of nanometers while us-
ing relatively simple setups. Biplane PALM has extended
the PALM technique to three-dimensions, by simultaneously
using two imaging planes, with different focal depths. A
key aspect in achieving good axial localization results is the
alignment of the two planes. Currently available approaches
assume that misaligned planes only result in scaling and ro-
tation of the PSF pattern. We show in this work that this
does not necessarily hold true, especially in the presence of
refractive index mismatch between the different optical lay-
ers. Instead, we suggest a calibration algorithm that relies
on a realistic PSF model and finds the affine transform that
relates the two planes with respect to a point source in the
object domain. Our calibration algorithm also determines the
defocus distance between the planes.

Index Terms— super-resolution fluorescencemicroscopy,
point spread function modeling, 3D particle localization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in fluorescence microscopy have enabled
overcoming the diffraction limit and achieving nanometer
resolution, up to a tenfold increase with respect to confocal
microscopy [1]. Localization microscopy techniques such as
PALM or STORM achieve such an improvement in resolution
by exciting and imaging each fluorescent molecule isolated
from its neighbors, so that their position can be estimated
with sub-pixel precision.

Extensions of the original concept have been proposed to
also estimate the axial position of the molecules within the
sample. These involve either shaping the PSF through a cylin-
drical lens [2], a phase mask [3], or simultaneously imaging
at two different focal planes [4] (Biplane PALM). The latter
has been demonstrated to achieve 30nm x 30nm x 75nm axial
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resolution at depths of a few micrometers while using simple
optical components [4]. Achieving such a resolution requires
the two imaging planes to be well aligned. This can be done
by a calibration procedure that extracts the 2D affine transfor-
mation (scaling, rotation, translation) between the two coor-
dinate systems. The axial distance between the two imaging
planes is an additional parameter that needs to be calibrated.
The misalignment between the two planes was assumed in [4]
to produce slight variations in the magnification and rotation
between the images of the two planes. The scaling and rota-
tion variations were then corrected by software and the axial
distance was taken to be the design value. However, the axial
distance between the planes gives rise to defocused PSF pat-
terns which do not simply result in image scaling. Refractive
index mismatch between the different layers introduce addi-
tional variations between the two PSF patterns. We also note
that it is the particle location that the two planes need to cali-
brated for rather minimizing the differences between the two
PSF patterns.

In this work we focus on the calibration procedure of the
Biplane PALM microscope. Motivated by accuracy analysis
of particle localization in super-resolution microscopy [5, 6,
7, 8], we use a realistic PSF model of a microscope that takes
both defocusing and refractive index mismatch into account.
We introduce a calibration procedure that uses a z-stack of
fixed particles. Such a z-stack was already used in [4] for
measuring the PSF of the microscope and we utilize it here in
a different manner. In particular, we localize the fixed parti-
cles in the two planes and use this data to determine the affine
transform between the coordinate systems of the two planes,
as well as their axial distance. These parameters then can later
be used by the Biplane PALM 3D localization algorithm.

2. THE PSF MODEL

We consider a microscopy setup where the biological sam-
ple is separated from the optical system by a coverslip and by
a homogenous immersion medium. In nominal acquisition
conditions, the point source fluorophore is located just be-
neath the coverslip and the detector plane is situated further
away from the back focal plane so as to capture the in-focused
Gaussian image of the fluorophore. The bi-plane setup con-
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the biplane setup. A fluorophore that is located at a depth ts into the specimen is focused on the first
detector plane by changing the thickness of the immersion layer t∗i − ti. The same fluorophore can be focused on the second
detector plane by further changing the thickness by an amount of Δ.

sists of a second detector plane that is located slightly further
away; this plane captures a defocused image (Figure 1). We
rely on the Gibson and Lanni PSF model, which accounts for
the diffraction pattern in a microscope [9] in the presence of
various aberrations. This model relies on Kirchhoff’s diffrac-
tion formula at the back focal plane of the microscope. In
nominal acquisition conditions the Gaussian image is located
at the detector plane and the result is the Airy pattern. In such
a case, there is no phase aberration in Kirchhoff’s diffraction
formula. When one of the nominal conditions is not met,
however, the phase aberration at the back focal plane is no
longer zero and it is given by W (ρ) = k ·OPD(ρ) where

OPD(ρ) = nsts
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The last term of (1) corresponds to defocusing in the im-
age plane. The parameters of (1) are described in Table 1. We
also note that a defocus measure of z∗d − zd in image domain
can be compensated for by moving the stage of the micro-
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3. THE ALGORITHM

The calibration algorithm extracts the optical misalignment
parameters between the two planes. Specifically, let u1,u2 ∈

Table 1. Parameters of the Gibson and Lanni model
Name Description

ns Refractive index of the specimen layer.

ni Refractive index of the immersion layer.

ti, t
∗

i Thickness of the immersion layer. An asterisk de-
notes nominal value.

ts Axial location of the fluorophore.

zd, z
∗

d Axial distance of the detector plane from the back
focal plane. z∗d is approximately the tube length
value of the microscope.

xd, yd Location at the detector plane.

NA Numerical aperture.

k Wave number of the light emitted by the fluo-
rophore.

a Aperture radius at the back focal plane: a ∼=
NAz∗d/M where M is the magnification of the mi-
croscope.

ρ Normalized radius of the aperture.

R
2 describe the same location (x, y) by means of two differ-

ent coordinates systems, say detector 1 and detector 2. The
relation between these points is given by an affine transform
u1 = A · u2 + b where A is a 2 × 2 matrix that describes
scaling and rotation, and b is a 2 × 1 translation vector. The
two detector planes are also located at different axial positions
along the optical axis. Taking a practitioner point of view, the
distance between the different locations zd − z∗d can be ex-
pressed by means of stage displacement. The misalignment
parameters are therefore A,b and Δ.

The input data to the algorithm is a z-stack of several flu-
orophores. The fluorophores are located at unknown 3D po-
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Fig. 2. An example of calibration z-stack data. Shown here on the left are slices of two z-stacks that include a single point-
source fluorophores. This fluorophore is captured by two planes which are 1,000[nm] apart along the optical axis in object
domain. As the focal plane of the microscope moves away from the objective lens, the maximum response of the fluorophore
appears at different slice indices. Our z-stack data simulator chooses random 3D positions for the fluorophores and computes
the biplane acquisition images. Misalignment between the two planes is associated with 2D rotation, scaling and defocus. We
also include Poisson-type photon emission and additive Gaussian noise models. Maximum projection of a typical calibration
z-stack data is shown on the right.

Fig. 3. A description of the calibration algorithm.

sitions in the specimen (Figure 2). Every slice in the stack
is composed of two views - one for each detector plane. The
main stages of the algorithm are illustrated in Figure 3. At
first, the z-stack is split into two separate stacks - one for
each detector plane. Every stack then undergoes local max-
ima identification. A local maxima is assumed to originate
from a fluorophore; it is defined to be a voxel that is higher
then its 26 neighbors and that meets a certain threshold value.

One of the advantages of using a theoretical PSF model, as
we do here, is the ability to adapt the threshold to the stage
displacement that represents every slice in the z-stack. The
two sets of local maxima are then used for finding pairs of
local maxima that minimize the following cost function

ε2 = min
A,b

∑
n

‖u1,n −Au2,n − b‖
2
l2

(3)

There are only few fluorophores and the algorithm checks all
possible paring combination. For each combination it finds
the best A,b and calculates the error ε2. The pairing that
corresponds to the smallest error is then chosen. The number
of pairs is determined by the shortest local maxima list. The
next stage consists of PSF fitting for every local maximum
(xn, yn, zn) at the focused detector

arg min
xd,yd,zd

∑
x,y,z

∣∣∣h(xd + x, yd + y, zd + z)

−I(xn + x, yn + y, zn + z)
∣∣∣2, (4)

where I is the given z-stack. We use the fast Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm for fitting the pixel values with the PSF
model that is parameterized by the axial and lateral positions
of the fluorophore. The axial position that we find during the
fitting process is assigned to its pair in the defocused detector
and a second PSF fitting stage is carried out from this plane.
The parameters that are found in this stage are the lateral posi-
tion of the fluorophore and the defocus value Δ. We compute
the best affine transform that minimizes (3) while using the
super-resolved locations of each particle. The output of the al-
gorithms are the three misalignment parameters: A,b and the
average value of Δ among all pairs. Finding the best affine
transform corresponds to solving a set of linear equations.
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Fig. 4. yz section of a Gibson and Lanni PSF pattern for a
particle depth of 2,000 [nm]. The simulation parameters are
NA = 1.4, ni = 1.5, ns = 1.33, λ = 500[nm], the pixel size
is 50[nm] and the axial resolution is 100 [nm]. The PSF pat-
tern is non-symmetric due to the refractive index mismatch.

4. RESULTS

We implemented the proposed algorithm in ImageJ and tested
it on simulated data. The PSF model allows one to introduce
refractive index mismatch, which results in a non-symmetric
PSF pattern (Figure 4). This, in turn, allows us to achieve a
relatively high localization accuracy [8]. Calibration results
are given in Table 2, demonstrating the accuracy of the pro-
posed approach. The Table shows results based on six par-
ticles that are randomly located in a 3[μm] specimen. The
z-stack is of size 128 × 128 × 50. The acquisition param-
eters were NA = 1.4, M = 100, ni = 1.5, ns = 1.33,
λ = 500[nm]. The pixel size was 100[nm] and so was the
axial resolution value. Every set of parameters was realized
10 times for which the average value was taken. Every re-
alization included with an additive Gaussian noise with σ =
2, 500; the maximum value in the z-stack was 65, 535.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a model-based approach for biplane mi-
croscopy calibration. We showed that in the presence of
refractive index mismatch, the PSF patterns of the two imag-
ing planes do not differ by scaling alone, making currently
available calibration methods difficult to use. Our algorithm,
on the other hand, uses a 3D PSF model that accounts for re-
fractive index mismatch and for defocusing. The calibration
data consists of a z-stack of fixed fluorophores which is al-
ready being used as part of the current calibration procedure.
Localization results were shown to achieve precision of the

Table 2. Monte Carlo calibration experiments

Parameters1
Estimated values

MSE2
Δ

(1.0, 110, 500) 0.017 500

(0.9, 110, 500) 0.015 503

(1.1, 110, 500) 0.589 508

(1.1, 80, 990) 0.016 991

(0.9, 80, 990) 0.017 1003

(1.0, 80, 990) 0.016 985
1 (Scaling, Translation [nm], Δ [nm])
2 Mean Squared Error of the affine transform in [pixels]

order of a few nanometers radially and a few tens of nanome-
ters axially. The calibration parameters were estimated to a
good precision, too.
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